Dear colleagues
and friends,
Needless to say that boxing has a rich history and strong character. By making bold promises and keeping them, we can ensure a
bright and secure future for our sport.
I reiterate my gratitude for the trust placed in me at the 2020 Congress and congratulate you on our joint and dedicated work over
the past months. The success and accomplishments achieved by
our family during this time are based on passion for boxing and
close cooperation with athletes, coaches, sports officials and independent experts.
You have given me the strength to fulfill my commitments on a daily basis and to bring International Boxing Association (IBA) to a new
era. You believed in my capacity to deliver on big promises, and it
has been my honor to live up to or even exceed your expectations.
In 2020 my Manifesto included a two-year action plan – we have
delivered most of it within 18 months only!
All directions of that program were elaborated and delivered by
my leadership of the IBA: some of them are completed, others have
already had a great start and will be completed in the near future.
As you can see, I am a man who keeps his promises.

My promises and plans for the future:
To make our sport Clean & Fair
To expand Social Initiatives: health care & well-being
of athletes
To ensure Stable Future for athletes
To Popularize Boxing worldwide and upgrade
the competitions’ format
To transfer IBA’s services to the Digital Era
To Implement the IOC roadmap based on remarkable
progress achieved during this year
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CHECKLIST OF KEPT
PROMISES FROM
MY MANIFESTO 2020
IBA debts are wiped off, all paid
Communication with the IOC is restored: boxing will be
at the Paris 2024 Olympic Games, IBA is already developing
and delivering for qualification and IBA has a roadmap
towards reinstatement

Equipment supply for most vulnerable countries

Development of reformed
governance system
of the highest integrity

Development funds provided to Confederations and National
Federations
Financial support program with transparent reporting
mechanism
Support and development of Continental competitions
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KEEPING PROMISES

Uniting of World boxing community

Rebranding of IBA

Improved anti-doping program
Prize money for boxers

Academies

Digitalization

Renewed courses for officials

New technologies
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MILESTONES
OF THE UPCOMING
WORK:

BOXING AS CLEAN &
FAIR SPORT
Education
Education is the basis for the successful development of our sport
and implementation of our major goals and long-term strategies. It
is vital if we are to fully implement a culture of fairness and integrity.

what has already been done –
what I promise to complete

One of the core areas of my work is the creation of IBA educational centers such as Boxing Academies that should serve as dedicated training spaces on all continents. Each IBA Confederation is
to be provided with an opportunity to host educational and training events in its regions, thus, helping their National Federations
to minimize logistical and financial constraints. Moreover, Boxing
Academies are intended to transfer the IBA’s fundamental values
outside the IBA competitions and courses.
EUBC Boxing Academy located in Assisi has become a starting
point and example for others.

KEEPING PROMISES

This is only the beginning. Such educational centers are going to
be established on each continent. And I will continue to deliver visits to countries all over the world in order to hold necessary negotiations and take actions to ensure their continuous development.

Educational programs for children

MANIFESTO UMAR KREMLEV

It goes without saying that the youth is our future, and young boxers are the future of our sport. We will raise the popularity of boxing
together with giving opportunities and creating special conditions
for the youth to train and compete at the highest level.
In particular, I would like to highlight the IBA program «Boxing in
schools and educational institutions» that will be expanded in the
near future. This initiative aims to:
Provide wider physical education for children through various
training activities being used by boxers around the world;
Promote social integration and cohesion through sports;
Develop such crucial skills as respect and tolerance for others,
stress management, self- confidence, endurance and decisiveness.
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SOCIAL INITIATIVES:
HEALTH CARE &
WELL-BEING
OF ATHLETES

The target audience of the program comprises school-aged children from primary, secondary, high school. The initiative is being
implemented in 4 phases: preliminary investigation, involvement of
appropriate stakeholders, development of pilot projects and extension of successfully integrated projects across the globe. We know
that many educational systems think of boxing as a risky activity.
We must change this view to one that balances risk with benefit.
I can only confirm that I will launch more initiatives under the auspices of IBA guided to provide the youth generation with various
opportunities for education and personal and professional development.

Fair Chance, Fair Fight
‘Fair Chance Team’ is a project aimed at supporting talented boxers,
who may not be able to represent their countries due to various humanitarian reasons, and giving them a chance to deliver fair fights.
The project was successfully pioneered at the IBA Men’s World
Championships in Belgrade and will be run at the upcoming events,
including the IBA Women’s World Championships in Istanbul. It has
also provided a welcome way for boxers who compete as refugees
at the Olympic Games to participate in elite boxing competitions.

Anti-doping
My aim has always been and continues to be the one to facilitate
the successful and sustainable development of boxing and to preserve the principles of equality, unity and fair play.

Equality in boxing family
Boxing is an inclusive sport and shall condemn any type of discrimantion related to gender, age, religion, language or skin color. In
the modern world equal chances need to be given to every athlete
who is striving to fulfill their dreams. This principle will be fundamental in my work designed to create excellent conditions for our
boxers across the globe.

The anti-doping program will be further extended to the continental level. Once again, we must ensure educational programmes are
in place to support a clean culture.

New weight categories – more opportunities
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KEEPING PROMISES

I am committed to strengthening the integrity of our beloved sport
and protecting clean athletes. The fight against doping and any
other form of cheating in boxing, and the enhancement of ethics
with improvements in transparency, good governance and accountability are one of the IBA’s top priorities. It is witnessed by an
extensive anti-doping program launched by IBA, including partnership with International Testing Organization (ITA) that has recently been prolonged following the willingness of both parties.

Athletes are the main representatives of our ideas and their success
is a major indicator of the success of the whole organization.
Instigated by my initiative and upon numerous consultations with
the related experts, it was decided to raise the number of weight
categories up to 13 for men and to 12 for women. This innovation
increased the diversity among competition participants and is consistent with the Olympic Movement’s strong move towards gender
equality.
I truly believe we must deliver more opportunities to our athletes.
The new weight divisions are encouraging more people from various countries to take up boxing and allow more nations to compete for medals.
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STABLE FUTURE
FOR ATHLETES

Support programmes for National
Federations and Confederations
Sustainable boxing development is key to dissemination of crucial
sport values and placing them within reach for more and more individuals and stakeholders.
We intend to provide comprehensive support to National Federations and stimulate the development of boxing in every corner of
the planet. In each country, each city, each boxing gym, the right
conditions should be created for athletes of all ages to realize their
potential and glorify our sport.
Providing assistance to National Federations cannot be underestimated. During last year we already helped 32 countries, we donated more than $800,000 to National Federations, and allocated
$600,000 to Continental Confederations. What is more, we enabled 18 countries to come to the 2021 Men’s World Boxing Championships in Belgrade that definitely contributed to the increase of
the number of nations taking part in the competitions.

Prize money pool
Boxing is not just a sport – it is one of the powerful instruments for
upward social mobility aiming at building a better future for the
athletes.

A more careful attention is to be given to small countries who lack
resources to make sure they are guided through the existing programs and are able to take advantage of them for the benefit of
their athletes.

This is achieved through the establishment of the annual pool of
prize money for the IBA and Confederations’ Championships and
International Tournaments, while ensuring that the boxers can compete in the best possible conditions. It is the first step that allows
to support the athletes not only in their career building, but also in
their personal life, meaning that a significant contribution is made
to their well-being.
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KEEPING PROMISES

If boxing is going to achieve its full potential, then we must do
all we can to adapt our ways to working to serve whoever needs
assistance. For example, we have become a leading international
federation in terms of support for our Ukrainian boxing community,
on a way that has contributed to their ability to train, compete at
the international level and win.

Sustained efforts have been channeled into implementing this initiative, while considerable work is yet to be done to make sure this
fundamental principle is delivered to the grassroots level, attracting more young people and their parents to the sport.
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BOXING
POPULARIZATION
AND HIGHER STANDARDS
FOR IBA COMPETITIONS

Educational and career opportunities
for athletes
IBA shall be a true home for boxers – this is where they can get the
support not only to improve their performance as athletes, but also
explore educational and career opportunities while still being active boxers or when they decide to stop competing.
One of my priorities is to ensure that, first, IBA meets basic educational needs of our athletes in such fields as nutrition, anti-doping, dental health, injury prevention, stress management, mental
well-being etc. Second, IBA is to encourage boxers to pursue their
education, providing them with all the necessary assistance to
avoid any deterioration in their sporting performance. Third, IBA
shall be able to create career opportunities for former boxers so
that they could work within boxing and contribute with their skills
to the organization’s development. Fourth, we should help the development of boxing leaders so that more of them can have a bigger part in the national and the international delivery of sport.

Broadcasting
There is always room for changes, especially in the field of broadcasting, which is much less developed in Tournament boxing with
television ratings being quite low. Since the launch of the first
tournaments in 2021 our team has done its best to guarantee live
broadcasting of the World and Continental Boxing Championships
on such channels as ESPN, Eurosport, BBC, Sky Sports and other
national TV channels all over the globe. This has definitely brought
positive transformations, making Tournament boxing more attractive for the general public.
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KEEPING PROMISES

One of my priorities will be continuous work in this direction since
it is, undoubtedly, the basis for boxing popularization. A special focus will be made on the increase in the number of broadcasters
cooperating with IBA and in the number of events that are being
broadcast – this should allow us to improve the ratings and media
outreach. Negotiations with major broadcasters are currently ongoing, and it is highly expected that boxing is to enter every home,
be it through a TV or online broadcast.
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Higher organizational level of IBA
competitions

World Boxing Tour
The announcement of a new competition system – the World Boxing Tour (WBT) series – is another notable accomplishment. In the
first place, World Boxing Tour has been developed for the benefit
of our athletes, who will get to compete more regularly, as well as
events’ organizers all over the world.
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KEEPING PROMISES

A certain bar in organizing Championships and tournaments has
been set and is continuously being raised. For me boxing is the
king of combat sports, and it should be treated accordingly, meaning that our competitions are to be staged following the very best
standards and respecting the rules.

This competition system will be a valuable addition to the existing
World and Continental Championships and multisport events featuring boxing tournaments. We will also aim to support already established international tournaments staged annually by IBA National
Federations to ensure sustainability and continuity of long-standing
tradition, while ensuring that the high standards are met and competitions’ integrity is preserved. Apart from this, National Federations are given the chance to create new competitions, as per the
IBA rules and WBT regulations, and to start a new tradition in their
countries.

Considerable efforts and resources will be further invested in ensuring the high organizational level of IBA events for the following
purposes:
a) to secure more sponsors;
b) to increase attractiveness of the tournaments for the world’s
broadcasters;
c) to increase boxing popularity by generating more interest in the
IBA events, and, consequently, to enhance the global prestige of
our sport.
In addition to the standard boxing events, it would be of much benefit to keep organizing media events with participation of our athletes, including Media Weigh-in before the tournaments’ finals. This
stimulates the media’s interest in the boxers, their performance
and accomplishments, which allows to showcase the exceptional
talent of our athletes.
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TRANSFER OF IBA
SERVICES TO A NEW
DIGITAL ERA

World Ranking System
We must establish a ranking system with a fair points distribution
among IBA, Confederations and multisport events that will make
it possible to track the performance of our boxers and conduct
seeding at the tournaments, especially IBA World Championships.
Creation of the ranking system is fundamental for our organization
and will make boxing even more enjoyable to watch, with well-balanced bouts.

Advanced technological solutions are being explored and applied
extensively in various fields of our life. My vision is to always keep in
step with the times and to adopt new solutions where possible to
serve popularization and development of boxing.

Olympic Qualification System Paris 2024
For the first time in many years IBA managed to establish working
relationships with the IOC Sports Department, after being invited
by the IOC to fulfill a standard responsibility for any international federation which is to develop the qualification system. Due to
the professional guidance of the IOC Sports Department and great
efforts of the IBA team, the Olympic Qualification System for Paris
2024 was elaborated and further on approved by the IOC Executive
Board.

New websites and digital sources
Apart from launching a redesigned website for IBA to show the
transformed face of our association, we will continue to identify
and analyze the problems that National Federations face when it
comes to digitalization. Our aim is to keep assisting Confederations
and National Federations in developing their own digital resources
(websites and social media platforms) to facilitate the use of modern technologies in their day-to-day operation. Social media is so
important for reaching young people and you can be sure that I will
continue to lead by example!
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KEEPING PROMISES

New acronym, new visual identity –
new brand
Another important milestone in the reform process is rebranding.
AIBA and all negative associations are gone – IBA was born. Clean,
reloaded and strong. We changed the acronym and visual perception of the brand, developed a brand book and launched a redesigned website. This is a symbol of changes which, I am sure, will
bring prosperity to boxing. We create history – we change boxing.
IBA will become the brand that will be associated
for the athletes – with honesty and safety;
for the functionaries of global sports – with impartiality
and transparency;
for the audience – with entertainment and excitement;
for the sponsors – with high recognition.
This rebranding is a very important part of our efforts to increase
and diversify our commercial revenue.
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IMPLEMENTATION
OF IOC ROADMAP

Impact-sensing mouthguards
and smart gloves
Needless to say how much importance I attach to the athletes’
safety and good health. Therefore, I will continue to work on the
solutions to improve the performance of boxers, coaches and boxing officials in accordance with the development of modern technologies.

IOC Roadmap
I am determined to make sure we fully implement the roadmap
shared with the IOC to ensure IBA’s reinstatement in 2023, by focusing on the three major directions.

IBA has recently started a project to understand the use of mouthguards that are fitted with accelerometers, gyroscopes and transmitters to measure head impacts These allow for the data to be
analysed and used in real time. In the future, the information flowing from the mouthguards could be used for both improving our
understanding of athlete health and also for informing scoring.

1. Revenue diversity and financial
transparency

As part of its modernization and the use of new technologies for
athletes safety and reliability of results, IBA is considering to implement, a glove which also feature these gyroscopes and accelerometers. Measuring punching force and speed, like measuring impacts
experienced by boxers, can provide information that improves real
time broadcasting, and informs commentators.

One of the major achievements of my team has been wiping off
huge IBA debts. With large amounts of sponsorship funds attracted, IBA has finally felt solid ground to implement all the initiatives
that the organization has been aspiring to for long.
I intend to continue moving in this direction. The first concrete step
undertaken to diversify IBA revenue streams was to completely rebrand IBA and adopt a new logo that will help us to attract new
sponsors.

It is evident that these new projects are focused on health protection and fairness of competition results and we should investigate
all the promising possibilities that new technology can bring.
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KEEPING PROMISES

We are working hard to improve IBA competitions and their commercial attractiveness. Namely, providing that the venues and all
aspects of the competitions now meet certain standards. We also
work with the organizers of all IBA competitions to ensure the
appropriate media and broadcast coverage, in order to enhance
sponsor visibility.
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It is also essential to ensure that an effective system of the officials’ selection, education and management is put in place. IBA will
reach the highest level of sporting integrity when the officials are
a) selected following the pre-established rules and procedures; b)
certified by IBA based on their skills and expertise and c) properly
managed before, during and after each competition to keep track
of their performance.
In particular, integrity education must be extended to everyone,
from boxers to the Board of Directors. And we must continue to
embrace independent investigations and disciplinary procedures.
The independent boxing integrity unit recommended by Professor
Haas and the Governance Reform Group will be put in place with
proper resources.

We also undertook concrete steps to relaunch the IBA licensing
programme. IBA will request licensed products providers to pay
considerable amounts of yearly license fees in order to be authorized to display IBA’s logo on their products and the first deals along
these lines are coming to fruition.

3. Governance reform
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KEEPING PROMISES

Responsible autonomy is indispensable for IBA to regulate its own
affairs under its own responsibility, without dependency on external sources of financing. Therefore, we are already working on a
sustainable background for IBA to become a fully self-sustaining
and self-supporting organization, to be attractive for various sponsors and to be independent.

The change of culture is something that we have been long looking
for and has finally become more real since the adoption of the new
Constitution and creation in 2021 of the independent Governance
Reform Group chaired by Professor Ulrich Haas. I am determined to
continue to act on the recommendations, proposed by the Governance Reform Group, on the way to restructuring and transforming
IBA, organization with transparency and accountability at its core.

Financial transparency, in turn, is to be delivered through the timely
and reliable disclosure of the audited statements, along with auditors’ reports whenever is necessary, and preparing internal reports
on a quarterly basis to make sure IBA keeps to the budget established for each financial year.

Thanks to the extensive work accomplished by the Governance Reform Group, IBA has the necessary guidance and instruments to
complete the change of culture much needed for proper functioning of the federation. We will do our utmost to follow this guidance
and exploit the established instruments to make sure IBA follows
international best practice in the field.

2. Sporting integrity

This input is key in meeting the IOC’s expectations in view of IBA
regaining Olympic recognition.

To best serve our boxers, we need to ensure fair fights. When the
outcome of the bouts is determined in the ring, not outside of it,
then we are in a good standing in terms of sporting integrity. I am
firmly committed to protecting clean athletes and strengthening
the integrity and ethics of our beloved sport, while not tolerating
any form of cheating, and especially bout manipulation.
As part of sporting integrity reforms and to examine damaging allegations of the past, an independent investigation by Professor
Richard McLaren was commissioned in 2021 with a focus on the
Rio Olympic Games of 2016, as well as current competitions. One
of the key approaches used by Professor McLaren is to protect incorruptible officials, detect potential corruptors and prevent them
from manipulating the bouts outcomes. This is the approach to be
adopted and implemented by IBA with the assistance of independent experts like Professor McLaren and IBA Committees.
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Dear family,

MANIFESTO UMAR KREMLEV

KEEPING PROMISES

Boxing is and has always been a passion of my life, while needs of
our athletes, their supporting personnel and National Federations
are my high priority. This is the only reason why for me leading
the International Boxing Association is not simply a job, but also an
honorable duty and opportunity to serve the boxing community.
All of my goals are aimed at serving each and everyone of you and
creating a welcoming home of boxing where every boxer is to
find a brighter future, greater opportunities, stronger support and
greater success.
The achievements of the past year are an important milestone that
we can celebrate all together since they would never be possible
without your valuable assistance, encouragement and input.
IBA already has a new identity and is making its progress towards
becoming a sustainable, self-sufficient and reputable organization.
And I invite you all to join the efforts to make IBA a leading international federation that meets the highest standards.
In my turn, I will continue to keep promises and work with total
dedication and 24/7 to lead boxing to a prosperous future and international recognition.

CONTACTS:
elections@umarkremlev.com

